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Special Program Marks Jewett Anniversary
Student Loin to "The Fantastic In Art."
Jewett celebrates its tenth an-
nlversary on Fit, Oct. 18 with the
opening of a new exhibit, 'The
Fantastic in Art," and a special
evening performance, "The Arte
At Work in Jewett."
The events on Friday are open
by special invitation to the mem-
bers of the Board of Trustees, the
Board of Directors, The Alumnae
Association and the National De-
velopment Fund. Mrs. David Gai-
ser, benefactor of the Jewett Art
Center and a Trustee of the Col-
lege, and other members of the
Jewett family will attend the cele-
bration. Members of the Friends
of Art committee, alumnae, and
friends of the College who have
shown Interest In nrt nnd music
hnvp nlso boon Invited,
An open limine will be held In
Jewntt on Friday nflernoon for
these speclnl guests, nt which time
thoy will meet art and music
majors. Members of the faculty
will greet the visitors in the main
gallery where "The Fantastic in
(photo by Lynn Tucker 71) Art" will be exhibited.
This exhibit, which will run from
Oct. 19-Nov. 19 will have a sense
of fun and games appropriate , to
a building only a decade old. There
will be a wide variety of styles,
subjects and countries represented
in the exhibition, from such well-
known nineteenth century masters
as Redon, Ensor and Bresdin, to
less familiar Renaissance, baroque
and rococo printmakers who creat-
ed delightful fantasies of crabs in
armor jousting with each other,
bulterfies fighting wars and carry-
ing off their wounded on stretch-
ers, and Images of men made up
of everyday farm implements, in-
geniously arranged.
A special fenture of the exhibi-
tion will be several cbscb with old
bonks opened to their strange nnd
suggestive Illustrations. Startling
Jtixl aposll Inns, new focuses on
familiar objects, will try to re-
mind the viewer of the presence of
the irrational In the everyday, its
beauty and its fun. Throughout the
exhibition a selection from the
Lenders to the exhibition include
the Busch Reisinger Museum, the
Fogg Museum of Art, the Boston
Museum of Fine Arts, the Museum
of Art in Springfield, Mass. and
the Smith College Museum of
Art. Numerous private collectors
have also loaned objects to the
College.
In the evening, the program will
begin with a lecture-demonstra-
tton of early musical instruments
at Wellesley by Owen Jander, as-
sistant professor of music. Per-
formances by students of music
will follow and, after a brief inter-
mission, performances of work
still in progress will be given.
Madrigals and Dance Group will
perform and the Experimental
Theater will present a reading of
a scene from Ibsen's Hedda Oabler.
Jewett will reopen to the general
public on Sat., Oct. 19, and gallery
talks will be given by volunteers
during the exhibition's stay here.
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College Hears Proposals, Administrative Promises
by Ann Sherwood '69
Central to the agenda and con-
centration of Wellesley's third All-
College meeting of the current aca-
demic year was a set of proposals
calling for noticeable changes in
three now-vital areas: admissions,
recruitment, and curriculum.
Chaired by Nancy Scheibner '69,
the meeting faltered at one junc-
ture, when parliamentary proce-
dure seemed to preclude both
thoughtful evaluation and a deci-
sive vote on the proposals. Hillary
Rodham '69 moved that the ongo-
ing meeting be conducted with the
purpose of establishing a consensus
among the community and a com-
mitment to the proposals set forth.
The proposals were ultimately
approved by voes of "yea," "nay,"
and "maybe," with "maybe's" be-
ing especially vocal on the second-
ary issues of finances and the hir-
ing of a black administrative offi-
cial. Especially strong positive en-
dorsements were given to the pro-
posed structural and attitudinal
changes concerning admissions, re-
cruitment, and compensatory edu-
cation. The summer program, Up-
ward Bound, also received resound-
ing approval
The open Senate meeting or Oct.
22 is to be a focal point for each
of the interests and activities im-
plicit in the student-articulated pro-
posal. The Board of Trustees and
the Board of Admissions have been
invited to attend the meeting in
their official capacities. Students
will be free to question these rep-
resentatives and to discuss with
them the programs under consider-
ation.
Another announcement from
Alan Schechter, assistant profes-
sor of political science, notified the
gathering of a proposal of the
Board of Admission to Academic
Council that two students sit on
the Board of Admission to act In
policy-making capacities.
As students began to filter out
of the chapel, Miss Ruth M. Ad-
ams, president of the College, ap-
proached the podium. Miss Adams
addressed the front-running Issues
with a candid promise ot flexibility
—of the acccsslbillly of "real"
leaves of absence, of a five-year
program, of an ability to search out
and detect the uniquely-qualified
student. She called for student ex- on this campus." the president pro- that there will be no mistake," she
ploltntlni) (l f the recruitment pus- mlscd, reminding students of their added, -"it cannot be accomplished
slbllltles. elnlmlng, "You are the necessary contribution of time and
, three weeks "
people who have to proselytize ..
.
Intents, and the accompanying
who must have the conviction, learning process. Miss Adams con- The severaI hundred students
strength and commitment to say eluded with the implication that present reacted to the administra-
that 'Wellesley is good.' " most of the student vision and pro- tive response with a standing ova-
There will be a summer program posals would be implemented. "So tion.
Uday Shankar and His Troupe of Hindu Dancers To Present The Living India'
by Loulso Weli-h '71
Uday Shankar and his troupe of
Hindu dancers will appear at
Alumnae Hall Oct. 21 at 8 pm, in
a performance made possible by
the Marjorie Copland Baum Fund.
This fund was given by Alvin H.
Baum In memory of his wife, o
member of the clnss of 1f!27, In
order that rnnjor culturnl events
might be presented on enmpus,
During their tour of the Unllod
States, the Shankar group will per-
form music nnd dance which ex-
press "the Jiving India," according
to Shankar. He employs the tech-
niques and styles of ancient Hindu
dances, but he tries to relate them
to the changing events of todny.
Indian Orrhmtrn
The musicnl accompaniment will
be played on 3(1 Instruments, Inclu-
ding the sitar, the sarod, the tabla,
and the thanpura.
Shankai's dancers are all Brah-
mins. They are allowed to perform
here by special permission from
the Indian government, as it re-
gards Shankar as a distinguished
part of Hindu culture.
New Intercut In lndln
Shankar's tour of the United
States is due to the tremendous
rise of interest in Indian culture
in the six years since his last tour.
Many musicians, such as Yehudi
Menuhin and the Beatles, have
made this Interest rise.
The Hindu music is over .1,000
years old. The most ancient record
of the art and technique of dunce
is the Fifth Veda of Brahma. Sllva,
the Indian god of dnnce, taught men
the hnslc movements, Including fifi
Mudras, or hand positions, and
the music. The most Important
part of Hindu civilization is the
dance.
Teacher of Culture
Shankar has spent most of his
life trying to tench the world nbout
Ihe culture of India. He is GR. He
spool his childhood nt Ihp court of
Ihe Mnhnrajrih of Jnhnlwnr, nnd he
studied nt the ll-iynl College of
Arts In Lnndnn. His talent In chor- ern India; and
cogrophy and dance was discovered tional dance of
by Pavolve in 1923. Soon after, he of the Malabar
returned to India to organize the Ticket!
Hindu dance. Tickets will
The program will include a and Thurs., Oct.
dance drama, "Prakriti and Anan- staff members,
da," n love story with witchcraft, students may
it n il mnny traditional Indian Room 34G Greei
dntlCPs, such as the Mnnlpurl Rasa, Frl„ Oct. 16,
im Invocation to I^ord Krishna; the tickets will be :
Assam, a folk dance of northeast- and Monday.





16 and 17. Faculty,
and non-resident
obtain tickets in
i Weds, Thurs, and
17, and 18. Guest
ivailable on Friday
Senior Class Adopts 'Upward Bound' Project
Plans Financial Aid and Student Participation
by Lindsay Miller 'OR
The Upward Hound program nt
Wellesley Is Retting n push for-
ward from the senior class.
Some 150 members of the class
of "69 have voluntcred to help
with the Saturday program for 3U
Cambridge high school boys. Other
seniors are working on fund-rais-
ing projects In order to sponsor
special excursions thin fall and to
support a summer Upward Bound
program at Wellesley, If it can be
established.
Candlelit Bakeeale
Last Friday night the class earn-
ed over $100 at a bake sale at The
Thing at MIT. Seniors sold cookies
and popcorn — by candlelight —
on the fifteenth floor of MIT's
Green nuildlng, in a room over-
looking the Charles.
"Undertaking a large-scale, year-
long project Is something new for
our class," explained Wendy Judge
'09, clnss president. "With the
hocking of many people in the
class, the officers decided to offer
our collective support to Upward
Bound. We felt that this project
would be more significant to the
College and to ourselves than just
donating a tree or some other gift
at the end of our four years here."
The seniors are dividing their
effort into three phases — immed-
iate, short-range and long-range.
The immediate suport began
Sat., Oct. 5, when the all-day pro-
gram got under way. Seniors were
among the volunteers in a variety
of positions — tutors for the aca-
demic clnsses in the morning, host-
esses in the dorms for lunch, lead-
ers for interest groups such as art,
music, journalism, and Afro-Ameri-
can experience from 12:30—2 pm,
and leaders for recreation (volley-
ball, football, basketball) from 2-
4 pm.
A Trip
One short-range goal is to sup-
port a field trip for the boys this
fall, probably on Oct. 2G. Money
from the bake sale and the class
treasury, if necessary, will be used
to finance the excursion.
The class's long range goal de-
pends on the successful establish-
ment of an Upward Bound pro-
gram at Wellesley for the summer
of 1969.
"If the plans for a summer pro-
gram go through, the class will try
to help with money nnd man-
power," explained Wendy. "So
mnny people in the class have ex-
pressed a real enthusiasm in Up-
ward Bound that we feel we have
a personal stake in its success."
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What Next? The Reader Writes
The functions of an All-College meeting are many. The latest
Wellesley attempt at pervasive communication culminated eight days
of intensive student involvement, thought and commitment. And
the results of the meeting may well be the realization of that vision
put forth in the form of concrete and immediate proposals.
That there is a promise that changes can be and will be insti-
tuted is encouraging — and even exciting. That there is a demand
for continuing involvement and commitment on the part of students
is evident. That there remain greater visions to be expressed, initia-
ted, and fulfilled is an understatement.
For the moment, however, the task is the efficient and effective
implementation of those proposals embraced at Tuesday's meeting by
Miss Adams: the active recruitment to go hand-in-hand with an en-
larged and extending admissions policy,*the necessary flexibility for
leaves of absence and curricular extensions to five years, and the
reality of a summer Upward Bound program. The issues beg for
enactment — if not in three weeks, in time that the May 8 Com-
mittee tactics are not repeated, in time that student momentum and
concern is not dissipated in discouragement. And the temperament of
the College at this time begs for further initiative — not only on the
part of students and individuals connected in their many ways to
the College, but on the part of its leadership.
While the announced intentions of the Board of Admission, as
directed lo Academic Council, indicate a move in Ihc right direction,
they are inadequate. Students in a policy-making capacity should be
able to enforce that policy. Any assumption that Undents miphl he
unable to maintain the necessary confidence involved in admissions
procedures is completely unfounded.
And in her response, Miss Adams did not address many criti-
cal points of the current proposals. These omissions should not ne-
gate their importance, nor preclude their enactment. We remain
distressed that the administration has responded to the needs of this
College only under intense student pressure. We cannot forget Foun-
ders Forum, the unsanctioned printing of the Ad Hoc Committee
report, the Fthos demands and threatened hunger' strike: nor enn
we ignore the last ten days.
Let us be assured that we can anticipate ihc demands of to-
morrow, that we can count on community leadership — not only
student frustrations — to achieve the direction Wellcsley must be
willing to take.
No Apples
During the past three years students have agitated and organiz-
ed, argued and petitioned for every major change for the better at
Wellesley College. From the administration, we only expected hon-
esty, receptivity, and reasonableness. From the faculty, we have
hoped and asked (see editorial of last Feb. 8) for more — for rein-
forcement, guidance, and commitment.
The- response has been neglible.
Present faculty indifference to the fate of last Ma^'s ten pro-
posals sustains the disappointing record. Only one public statement
of faculty support is in evidence. Academic Council has not even
selected its faculty representative to the committee which will ad-
minister the Martin Luther King Fund.
Faculty participation in formulating and endorsing the new
broader proposals presented at the October 15 All-College Meeting
was once again lacking. The very necessity for student attempts to
revise cramped anachronistic policies, at least in the area of admis-
sions, stems in part from faculty negligence.
It is Academic Council, the faculty decision-making organ, that
elects one-half of the members of the Board of Admission. And it is
Acadenrc Council to which that Board and its policies are officially
responsible. Adding to the Board two students with no policy-en-
forcing power will neither discharge faculty responsibilities nor rem-
edy Admission defects.
So far as we can gather, no member of Aenilniie Council has
yet urged untabling last year's motion to reconsider the "secrecy
clause." This means that our faculty is still obligated not to discuss
with students any structural or curricular matters which come be-
fore Council — let alone to permit students to have a voice in the
academic framework in which they must operate.
This fall Miss Adams announced the establishment of a Struc-
tural Revision Committee which would allow its student members,
along with faculty, administration, and trustees, to recommend
changes in Wellcsley's framework. The faculty has not yet elected
its representatives to the committee,
We understand that Academic Council by nature moves slowly.
We have come lo expect such of any large deliberative body. But we
cannot accept parliamentary procedure as an excuse for inaction.
If bur faculty is collectively incapable of initiating, supporting,
and instituting change, then the faculty as individuals must put forth
and work for needed programs.
A few faculty members have undertaken admirable community
projects. Wc applaud those who teach Saturday Upward Bound
classes. We arc encouraged that some professorr. have met with
majors in their departments to evaluate and revamp courses and ap-
proaches.
This is not enough. It is in the faculty's own self-interest to act
with an informed vision of necessary attitudinal and insUtutional re-
construction at Wellcsley College.
We arc not asking that the faculty put aside their academic con-
cerns. We request, rather, that our teachers attend to the institution
in and through which they teach — and that they too act to chance
it for the better.
To the College
To the students of Wellesley
College;
I believe that there is one point
of agreement among all the people
who attended the meeting In the
Chapel on Monday afternoon, Octo-
ber 7, It was expressed by a stu-
dent who spoke at the noon rally
on the following day: "Miss Mc-
Pherrln should have stayed in her
seat."
I have asked the editors of News
to publish this letter because I
wont to correct the false impres-
sion of my views created by my
abortive attempt at speech and be-
cause I feel that I owe some ex-
planation uf my trouble-making in-
trusion to die faculty and etudents
who have worked to re-establish
broken lines of communication dur-
ing this past week.
I was on leave during most of
last year und out of the country
at the lime of the Ethos proposals
imil the funnntlon uf llio Com-
mil lOO <>f Muy H. Reading hi New*
Lhn rmjuostn at tlio black ntuilruin
ami the College'* reHpouno uf it
lime when European newspapers
were full of accounts of the bat-
tles on other American college
campuses, 1 got the impression that
Wellesley faculty, students and Ad
ministration wore working Intel-
llgoiitly, rapidly and In an III urns-
plirie of mutual trust to cranio
a vlnbln iiliui ul action. When 1
came back lo Hits cnmpun in Sep-
tember, I found my colleagues In
the administration giving top
priority to pluns for the integra-
tion of the college community on
which many of them had worked
throughout the summer In oddillon
lo their regular ehurcs— training
recruiters, mooting wllh the Coin-
mlftco of May H, carrying on the
HOfU'Ch for black personnel, answer-
ing requests for Information about
the new program. There was dis-
appointment that It had not been
possible to meet all the goals set
for September but there was satis-
faction in the things achieved and
In the ground-work for future ac-
complishment laid by the Com-
inlllccor Muy 8, the Hoonl of Ad-
mission, and the student recruiters,
No member of the administration
who had worked on the program
spoke grudgingly of his or her part
or showed any lack of sympathy
with the goals of the program,
Then came the meeting of Octo-
ber 7. As my colleagues spoke I
realized that they weren't getting
across, but I thought It was be-
cause the formal style of their
prepared speeches prevented them
from expressing the conviction and
enthusiasm that had shown through
the rambling, unedited accounts of
the summer Ihey hud given to me.
It wasn't until members of Fithos
hr>KMii li> reply Hint I realized of-
roiwp had been given. Prom their
unsworn I gained the Impression
11ml these Hidden In were convinced
thut Wellesley had refused to con-
sider black candidates for teaching
positions, had tried to limit the
number of black students to a
token representation, and that this
view of Hie past was responsible
for Ihelr Inability to believe In
the reality nf the present move to-
ward integration.
This was why I felt impelled to
tell what we had tried to do, be-
lieving that nobody had and some-
body must make it clear that, how-
ever Inept and unsophisticated our
efforts, we have wanted more
black students ot Wellesley us long
ns 1 have known the College. When
people started to walk out I knew
I had given offense, but I didn't
know how until I was told after
the meeting that the black stu-
dents thought I was advocating
the practices of the past as a model
for the future. This Is not true. The
numcrlcol goals for student re-
cruitment set by the Committee
of Muy 8 seem right to me and I
believe that with contemporary
know-how they will not be difficult
to meet.
I want to say something about
the term "risk candidate." This
dangerously ambiguous term which
has been in general use in college
boards of admission does not refer
to any risk on the part of the col-
lege which accepts a student who
has had unconventional prepara-
tion. It refers to the risk of life-
damaging failure for the student
herself. Although I am not a mem-
ber of the Board of Admission at
the present time, I have Berved on
it recently enough to speak with
some assurance of the continuing
effort to spot able and well-moti-
vated candidates who have not had
the benefit of good schooling. The
college community at large believes
that the number of such students
is much smaller than it actually is,
I think, precisely because well-mo-
tivated young people of high native
intelligence are able to compensate
for the inadequacies of their pre-
vious training without self-destruc-
tive strain. Since carefully selected
students from very poor rural
schools have been oble to make
flue records at Wellcsley with no
more special allowance than o re-
duced program for the freshman
year and no more help than they
have received from their regular in-
structors, there is good reason to
believe that carefully selected stu-
dnts from the schools of the inner
city will meet with equul success.
When I said something to this ef-
reci in the mooting (unintelligible,
no iloubl, since I lelt trapped in u
nightmare by that time) I was not
advocating that we muddle along
In the old amateur way just be-
cause we have had a measure of
success with it in the past. I think
it very important that we learn
more sophisticated techniques for
evaluating unconventional candi-
dates ami I hope Hint we can have
n program of compensatory train-
ing which will enable us to have a
student body more fully represent-
ative of the varied population of
our country.
Jeanette McPherrln
My hopes are that the recent events
and the very appropriate student
reaction to them will not deter
Dean Melvin from continuing to
provide imagination and initiative
to our committee and that her be-
havior since October 7 will be ack-
nowledged by the community and







I wish to commend the News
for Its statements In the October
10 editorial criticizing the "pro-
gress" of the May 8 Committee and
the attitudes expressed at the Oct-
ober 7 chapel meeting.
Both issues demand the atten-
tion of the entire Wellesley Com-
munity. With renewed effort and
a sense of commitment there is
no reason why the College cannot
implement the remaining points of
the May 8 agreement before the
end of the semester. I am hopeful
that the events of the past few-
days will generate such a response.
However, even after such action
Is taken the memory of the Octo-
ber 7 meeting will remain. As a
member of the Mny 8 Committee
I touud Dean Melvln's speech a
particularly unsettling event. As a
committee member, she proposed
some of the most imaginative and
advanced programs we discussed,
but at the Monday meeting she
lapsed Into a stereotypic pattern of
communication. However, Mrs.
Melvln's subsequent discussion with
the two student members of the
Committee demonstrated that she
realized the nature of her uninten-
tional words. If we could all follow
her response by attempting to com-
prehend our subconscious ethno*
centrism and lack of human un-
derstanding, this particular event
In Ihc Chapel will have a positive
effect.
I am not writing this letter as
u plea Lo absolve u colleague, nor
am I offering to apologize for her.
To the Defense
To the editor:
It was a shock to read that a
friend of mine, who during the past
20 years has participated actively
In various efforts to eliminate so-
cial injustice, was essentially view'-
cd as a racist in a recent letter to
the News. Mrs. Harold Melvin and
her husband, who is an Episcopal
minister, have poured both person-
al and professional energies into
efforts directed toward establish-
ing social justice. In Mr. Melvin's
first parish In Dorchester in 1951,
a sociological shift was occurring
as bluck people began moving into
a white neighborhood. The Melvins
welcomed this change as good for
their parish and the entire com-
munity, and both worked tirelessly
and effectively on the attendant
social problems. Later their com-
mitment took them to Brazil,
where for several years they work-
ed in an economically depressed
area. Upon their return home, they
chose to work in a poverty level
parish !n Fall River instead of a
more comfortable one in the su-
burbs of Boston. Fall River at that
time was in a severe economic de-
pression which had arisen in re-
sponse to the movement of major
Industries out of that city.
Since May, when our local crisis
concerning the position of black
people at the College arose, Mrs.
Melvin has, as the newiy appointed
Dean of Students, dedicated herself
to this problem. I believe wc are
particularly fortunate to have, at
this time, a Dean of Students
whose experience extends beyond
the academic, and wnose actions
over many years have demonstra-






I would like to take issue with
your reporting of "The Wellesley
Incident." The author of any
article mentioning specific names
has a responsibility to see that she
has the facts. Your article was not
factual.
First, Black Awareness Day was
sponsored by the history depart-
ment of the high school. The Wel-
lesley Committee Against Racism
aided the program only in the
raising of funds. The program was
NOT released to the committee
prior to presentation.
Secondly, Mr. Pemberton Min-
ster did NOT commission the
Theatre Company of Boston for
any production. He was not noti-
fied in advance of what the Thea-
tre Company would produce. He
was asked if the education sub-
committee would help raise money
for Black Awareness Day since the
school and Student Council had
not raised enough. This he pro-
ceeded to do. This was the entire
extent of his involvement.
Thomas Fitzsimmons also de-
serves fairer treatment than that
given by News. As drama coach
ot the high school he was asked
to introduce the TCB without
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CooperDefendsHumphreyat ,CandidatesNight ,
More than two hundred people
from Wellesley and surrounding
areas attended "Presidential Can-
didates Night" at Wellesley Jr.
High, on Thurs., Oct. 10. The pro-
gram was sponsored by the East-
ern Massachusetts Chapter of the
Americans for Constitutional Ac-
tion as one of a monthly series of
meetings to present for discussion
contemporary political and social
questions.
Mr. Gilbert J. Stubbs, chapter
chairman of the ACA, introduced
the speakers for the evening, each
representing one of the three ma-
jor contenders for the Presidency.
Wellesley's John Cooper, assistant
professor of history, spoke for




by Sue Irving '71
About 250 cheering students
greeted Vice President Humphrey
when he arrived at the Sheraton
Boston Wed. Oct. 10 to speak to
the National Association of Retail
Druggists. The number of "Peace
With Humphrey" signs and the
lack of any heckling on this second
trip to Boston noted what seemed
a significant turning point in the
Humphrey campaign. The students,
many of them members of the new
Student Coalition for Humphrey,
waited, cheering and clnpplng until
invited upstairs where they mobbed
the Vice President when he ap-
peared. Unable to speak because of
this, he returned to the hall to
deliver his formal address.
Most of the students sat on the
mall and waited quietly for about
45 minutes for the Vice President
to return. He spoke to them for
10 to 15 minutes before leaving for
his next appointment.
Humphrey spoke of the Import-
ance of ending the hate In America
and of ending the war. In mention-
ing Senator Muskie, the Vice Presi-
dent emphasized that he had chosen
his running mate on his own. He
was very candid about the lack of
funds which Is so pronounced in
this campaign and of his desire
"to make up In youthpower what
I can't get In mediapower."
Perhaps the statement In which
he most emphasized a difference
between his campaign and that of
his opponent was, "If ideas can do
it, we'll win; If money can do it,
my opponent will win, and if you
can do It, America will win."
After Humphrey left, the stu-
dents departed. Some had been
there five hours.
Webster, Cambridge Republican who vote out of the politics of
City Chairman and President of frustration. Concluding that the
the International Datapower Cor- 1968 election was a choice between
poration, represented Richard the politics of joy and the politics
Nixon; and Charles H. McGlue, of confidence, Webster received
five times Democratic State Chair- hearty applause,
man and twice Massachusetts Rep-
presentative, spoke for George 0aiy Real Cholce
Wallace. Cooper Introduced himself "not
Tiger Wallace as a professional politician, but,
like you in the audience, a con-
Speaking first, McGlue compared cerned citizen of Wellesley," and
Wallace to the Detroit Tigers: at Uion presented his reasons for be-
first making little notice and then Moving that the Humphrey-Muskie
coming from behind to "grab the ticket was the "only real choice":
title." According to McGlue, Wal- nrst
_
concern for the Democratic
lace sees three Issues as crucial in par ty; second, concern for the Re-
the 1968 campaign: constitutional publican Party; and third, a deep
interpretation, budgetary consider- cnncern for America. Addressing
ations, and the "requirements of himself to the pro-Nixon argument
some of the professors" in the na- rs p(mqo(l hy Walter Llppmann and
tion's colleges and universities. He BomP dknfTectcd Democrats—that
focused much of Ills nrioen-niinulc the gnuppm-l of Nl:
hut Ills eleclion would result In
'Miirtislon, dlsnrrny, and Impntrnce
>nly to he corrected four years
hence with a Democratic return to
speech on the erosion of the Demo-
cratic leadership In Massachusetts
and decried the "steady detach-
ment of government from the peo-
ple." Charging that proportional power—Cooper denounced th
representation wus "pro-Russian," hind of reasoning as "basicallly
McGlue maintained that what irresponsible." He agreed that
America needs Is control of n Nlxnn victory would lend to "n
government "on the hauls of cities, colnsflnl moss," hut of the liven of
towns, and counties." Ilo nrguoil the American people nnd Iho fa to
that "busing Wellesley students lo of Hip world. Strong, oiTorllvo
Roxbury and vlce-veinu 1h tic* pnillrn exist "only when you nonil-
moiallzlng," because such pro- nnte strong candidates, men who
grams are invariably followed by take a stand and present solutions
"reformers who want to set up —Humphrey-Muskie, not Nixon-
regional schools and then you Agnew."
won't have anything to say about
where your money goes." Making , coopers concern for the Ttepub-
a direct appeal lo the bulk of his lc"n Pnr, y ln lf)nfl Btp™ from hl "
audience, McGltio pronounced tho l,r,,pf lM -in(M - 'o»'»wlnir thn John-
Wallace program as "prngPHnlvo,"
because the Alabaman "takes
of the middle-class" and represents ing. a i
iiiIhIIcIo III at "there worn
Mini something wan happen-
I rhnnco for realignment
the "thinking of people in" this nnrt change," for example, Jn
and this country who pro-
duce the wealth and pay the
taxes."
tlie incipient prominence of Repub.
Means like Percy, Lindsay, Brooke,
and Rockefeller. "But the bright
He put partial blame for his f.
0
.""
rall*d'" he continued, ".
'itchover from the Democratic
Party lo the American •Independ-
ent Parly on the "know-ll-nll pro-
fessors who arc reiterating whal
they heard twenty years ago about
Nixon got it with the help of
Strum Thurmond and n 'Southern
slrntegy' nnd Agnew got Ihe noil,"
Cooper hastened in clnrlfy any Im-
plied comparison of Nixon
Karl Marx" and on "deadweights Goldwatcr-"Nixon Isn't Gold-
McCarthy, McGovern, and
the Americans for Democratic Ac-
tion," remarking that "the Demo-
crats haven't won a fight since
they came in."
Unity
. there is a great differ-
ence between them; the difference
between an honest, forthright re-





Casting for Peter Welss's Marat/
Sade, this year's first Wellesley
College Theatre production, will
begin next week. Try-out read-
ings In tho director's office ln
Alumna© Hall will be- Mob., Oct
21, from 7:S0—10:00, and Tue*.,
Oct. 22, from 2:30—5:30 and
7:30—10:30. Oall-backs will be
Wed,, Oct. 23, at 7:30. If none
of these times Is convenient, an
appointment can be made by
calling tho Theatre Office <23fc
0320, ext. 462> or the director'*
home (235-H89IS).
The keynote of Webster's speech "Nixon nnd Agnew 1nlk a lot
was Republican unity, apparently nhnut law and order, but they are
because "this country cannot af- fuzzy when talking about solu-
ford to follow the policies of the tinns ." he said. He further as-
Johnson - Humphrey Administra- sai 'ed Nixon's criticism of Attor-
tion." He felt that the nation nev General Ramsey Clark. "Clark
could "not afford a forty billion fnvors strong gun control laws, be-
dollar a year war," in which "lives
are being lost because the Admin-
istration won't give our soldiers
military support nor will It nego-
tiate." He did not, however, en-
lighten his fairly receptive audi-
ence on Nixon's solution to the
Declaring that the nation's poor
"don't need unfulfilled promises or
unavailable Federal funds, (but)
private funds, private energies,"
the Cambridge attorney spoke In
general terms of Nixon's general
plans for a welfare program—"In-
centives for families to stay to-
gether," a "temporary expedient,
not a way of life," aimed at "re-
storing dignity, not destroying It."
Webster chose not to include
Wallace in his political attacks,
claiming that "he Is not going to
win," and that Wallace "Is a living
lesson that bad leadership and mis-
trust can win 20% of the voters
lieves in arresting looters, wants seemed apparent that the audi'
to abolish capital punishment; ence, now mostly active ACA par-
Nixon promises to appoint some- ticipants from all over Eastern
one 'quite different.' " Humphrey, Massachusetts, was violently anti-
Cooper maintained, does not cry Humphrey, moderately anti-Nixon,
out for "less court-made law, and anti-academia, and strongly bellig-
more cop-made law," but searches1 '' erent. On this note, Presidential
instead for the root causes of Candidates Night concluded.
crime, concerns himself with the ~ z —
importance of pay, training, and Student Letter
status of police, an effective Fed-
eral Court system, and a better To Nixon Seeks
penal system.
He questioned Nixon's approach Position Oil IsSUeS
to world peace; his conspicuous
silence on his position on the Viet- by Ann Sherwood '69
nam War; his calls to end the A public letter to Richard M.
cold war; his desire to open an Nixon represents the effort of a
"era of negotiation," and compared Committee of Concerned Students
these promises with the Republl- to influence the tone and direction
can's call for more missiles, his of the final weeks of the national
plan for a world-wide contronta- presidential campaign. The stu-
t iuii with the Soviet Union and dents, mostly former supporters
China, and his desire to delay the of Kennedy, McCarthy and Rocke-
Nuclear Non-Proliferatlon Treaty, feller, have prepared a letter that
"The world is still a dangerous cites recent speeches of the Re-
place," Cooper went on, "we need publican candidate and asks for
more than llnger-shaking." To the amplification and enunciation of
Vice President's plea to "vote your his views on what they consider to
hopes, not your hates," Cooper be the vital issues; law and order,
added his own: "Vote your faith, black capitalism, student dissent,
not your feara," and the war In Vietnam.
LowKoy, Uut . , . Excerpts taken from speeches
Nixon has made In the course of
Thus far, the program had pro- the campaign have in common
grossed in a relatively low-key their perhaps-forced liberal and
fashion, without disturbance. But dovish qualities. The "concerned
with the introduction of a question students" are hoping to convince
period, many, including most of Nixon that these views need re-
the few students present, began iteration In order that they have
to filter out of the auditorium, credibility and influence in the re-
Tlie level of audience partlcipa- mainder of the campaign,
t Lou then deteriorated to cryptic The letter, currently posted for
Individual comments from audi- signatures in the El Table, reads:
ence members, and the questions "We have heard your call for the
gradually became more and more meaningful participation of our
pointed. There was a burst of ap- generation in the public affairs of
plause when McGlue referred to our country. Many of us are faced
the League of Women Voters as with the dilemma of having be-
the "Plague of Women Vultures," Heved In and supported men who
and approving laughter as the were not chosen to be Presidential
Wallnce speaker referred again nominees.
and again lo "Tricky Dick." The
"We have examined the follow-
i|iicfltlon of Nixon's alleged "secret ,nR positions which you have taken
letter to Wail Street" was Intro- on issues that we believe to be of
duccd; Webster denied It; and ,he highest national priority and
when Cooper maintained that he believe that, for the most part, in-
believed it, citing the New York dicate a potential for creative lead-
Times as a reference, the response ersniP- But, we further believe
from the audience was spontan- lnat vour solutions to these criti-
eous moans and hostile comments. cal Pr0D'ems need reiteration and
ments. expansion in the remaining weeks
of the campaign. We suggest that
As queries concerning METCO, your campaign move in this direc-
Vlotnam, crime ln the Streets, tlon."
and rlght-to-work laws came to Students interested in supporting
the floor, each speaker answered this movement, should sign the
on behalf of his candidate, often public letter posted in the El
merely elaborating on his previous Table. Signatures may also be reg-
presentaUon. fstered with Ann Sherwood. Sever-
To this reporter, however, it ance (235-9089).
CLOTHES CUPBOARD
The Boston Wellesley College
Club Is sponsoring its 18th an-
nual Clothes Cupboard sale next
week. The sale In Alumnae Hall
ballroom will be open to tho
college community on Wed., Oct.
23, 12:30—5:00; Thura., Oct. 24,
10:00—5:00; and Friday, Oct.
25, 10:00—4:00. In addition to
on assortment of used clothing
and household Items, there will
bo new merchandise for sale.
The Pink Elephant Boutique will
feature articles of special value,
including figurines nnd small
oriental nigs. There will be fine
qualify ladles wear ln the
French Shop. Proceeds will go
to the Wellesley College Devel-
opment Fund.
Student Print Rental Collection
Completely revamped collec-
tion of framed, original nine-
teenth and twentieth century
prints of literary as well as ar-
tistic Interest. Don't miss the
chance to enliven your walls for
tho entire year for only $3.00.
The collection now Includes
prints by Picasso, Manet's etch-
ed profile portrait of Baudelaire,
Mlro's bright colored fantasies,
Oldenburg's "All Kind of Love,"
a Daumler cartoon, Chagalla,
Calders, Japanese prints, nnd
single prints by Laurenoln, .Torn,
Glacomottl nnd Paul Jenkins.
The works will bo loaned oat
to students Oct. 23rd., starting
at 9:30 am in the Main Corridor










THE REXALL 1c SALE IS BACK IN TOWN!
STARTS THURS., OCT. 17 THROUGH SAT., OCT. 26
Free Delivery Anytime Call 235-1001
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Wallace Performs in Boston;
Hecklers Steal His Spotlight
by Sue Wing '71
This reporter had heard that ^f^J^f^j'
George Wallace
effective speaker. She heard that
third party Preside
and shapes, signs created by nearly THIS Wallace country, or IS thli
didate received considerable crowd P°etic \
i tl-Wallace mind:
extremely literary-'"Wallace^ and LeMaj- in
1984"; metrical— ' If you liked Hit-




"Wallace will probably call this
his most successful rally . . ."
(Drum roll from American In-
dependent Parly bnnd; appeurs,
framed by American flags, In a
blaze of flashbulb glory. Thunder-
ous applause, very first and last
rows. Another round of "sleg hell"
Th7crowd7'later estimated at from more verbal middle.)
— Ah m happy to be back in . . .
,ne
rotunda and back up the hill, but -"Go.horne, go home, go home,
to be used to bus anyone anywhere |he majority of those closest to mc
you don't want," and of the mat- *e..speaker, jpoinpa those limber . f ^ JmM^ ,„ lhten _ -
"All the way wilh Curtis
ized school busing during his visit don t sacrit ce
human ci gnity,
to Boston on Tues., Oct. 8. WHDH and .





Wallace fans on the hill of the f"™dly fascist
Boston Common, who cheered
_
when the candidate promised, "Not ^ffi.^Jfi ™*?J
• dime of your money is going
the jumbo 5'xlO'
"George Hitler,
i any of yo
—
".
. . go . . . home . , ."
—(from east side) "... you'
sick, you're sick, you're . . .
—(and now, in unison) ". .
, . . you're . . home . . sick
. . .
you're . . sick . . you're
—
"When ah become the Presi-
dent . . ."
rotunda was already ringed by stu- gers raised in V-sign, shaken in —" . . you're . . pig, pig, pig . .
dents waving black flags and dis- time to . . .) "peace, peace, pence go . . pig . . home . . go home. ."
trlbutlng leaflets condemning . . . (and, alternately) slog hell, —"YOU go home—I just got hero.
"George Wallace, Enemy of the sieg heil. sieg heil . . ." As I was saying . . ."
Working Man," and by spectators —Announcer Chaving spoken for —" . . . peace, pence, peace , . ."
in a variety of shapes and sizes nearly ten minutes to a less than (Photographers on press podium
shaking signs in a variety of sizes attentive audience) "Ah say, is wildly swivollng equipment to zoom
ronly "Wnllace Girls" who sported
dresses flashing with dozens of
"Wallace for President" buttons.
This reporter assumes they're tell-
ing the truth, having never gotten
a chance to prove otherwise.
By 5 pm, as local businesses
i letting out, the Boylston St.
;nough to leap over the outside
ring of permanent benches, were
students, That is where this repor-
ter was stationed which is why,
assigned to get a news story, she
ended up reviewing a play.
Curtain Up
-Crowd: (at unspoken signal, fln-
anta Wallace for dog-catch (photo by Lynn Tucker 71)
In on enthusiastic V-signs) —". . . you are certainly Ir
—"Ah have never in mah life made minority In the United States .
g° a statement against anyone be-
—
" • hell no. we won't go .
2° cause of what they believe, and he11 n° • -
Young Dems Urge Support of Doves,
Helen Patterson Asks Wellesley Aid
Working within the electoral As vice-president of the Massa- help from Boston area colleges,
system, but at the state and local chusetts Federation for Fair Hous- £jpr hcndn,ll!ir(Prfl arc on lit. !)
levels, characterized aspirations at ing and Equal Righls, she helped |n Newton Highlands, hui Rome
last week's first Young Democrats lobby for low-cost housing and work will lip coiiIIhupiI at her
meeting. The group is not endors- rent RUpnUwnl programs ttw (miiio, III Midland Rom I, 2 blocks
ing Vice-President Hubert Hum- Wellesley, ami feels thnt llin Mas- im Dover Road by Hip Wellrntoy
phrey for President, but YD's pros- sachusells Committee Against DIs- g„|f course, Vnlunloors may cull
ident Bobbi Lindberg '70 urged crimination should Inflict stiffer 23f)-2r»7(> for further information,
campaign work for liberal peace penalties upon racist realtors,
candidates throughout New Eng- Action in Education
furthermore




"Ah'm willing to live and let
live . . ."
-"Gimme a G!"
—"When ah become President . . ."
—"Whaddya got?" —"PIIIIGG!"
-"louder ! ! !" "PIG ! ! "
—
" . . . pig ... pig . . pig, pig.
plff - .
turn hack control of public







.no, we won't go
.
.
. HELL NO, WE WON'T GO . "
—
" ... on some campuses it's said




(firecracker explodes stage right;
plainclothesman leaning agiinst
tree three yards from this reporter
is visibly shaken'
—
" . . . when ah become Presi-
ichnnl system to the people of "lent ,
Ml! 'lis
Mrs. Patterson, a Radcliffo gra-




pig , . pig . . ."
—
" • always shaking North
"OK, Hull's enough, gnng; let Vietnamese flags . . .'*
him go a few more sentences - ." —" . home . . go home . . go . . ."








" (crowd directs their attention to
- (swelling) "... PoacE, PcaCK, trcetop from which tall black man,
PeACK PEACE
. .
." his fist clenched, Is shouting)
—"He's the President of our —" BLACK rOWKIt ! «







ponce , . homo . . speech , . . peace . . . PEACE,
pence
.
." PEACE, PEACE .
—
". . . entitled to respect . ." —(interval of alternating "sieg
—





peace heil" ', "go home" s, "no, no" 's,





. . home. ." not to mention "Racist!"
called that she had been in favor freshman at Middlebury and ;
M.A. fmm Middlebury College, and —" . . sieg heil, sieg heil . . sieg.
.
land. One of these, Mrs. Helen R.
Patterson, addressed the College bh.° Vlt?*vs
,
ments as top priority, again with has spent six years doing medicai
Brieflnes were oresented for pr"Ph nsis on working relationships research. Her husband Is n pro-
thfee cSida.es- D™if Iloch " ™w<f> the Inner city and the fesaor at Iltrwm, Medici Sc I
New Hampshire, running for U.S. s ',bu '' ,s„ When questioned numit who also conduct., nrlynto surgical
House of Representatives (Mr. '»» Wellesley High fumr over Le- practice will, n Huston hospital.







by being arrested after discovering of its Presentation, and was dis-
he could gain access to the hall appointed when the school and the
with a Dartmouth identification community failed to handle the
card.'; Paul O'Dwyer, Senatorial issue in a construclve manner,
candidate from New York; and A member of the Commission
Chandler Stevens, an independent on Church and Race, Massachu-
running for U.S. Congress from the s*tts Council of Churches, she has
Massachusetts third district. also been involved with the work-
The three are viewed as har- board °f the Boston School
bingers of the New Politics, in the Volunteer Program. At the Col-
Eugene McCarthy tradition. Stu- lege last year, she acted in an
dent representatives asked for vol- advisory capacity for Ethos.
who is a sophot at Harvard.
—
" ... we don't want to cast oi
allies nut; they need us. and v>




no . . hell, no, we won't g
. . . hell no, we won't go,., hell
.
"Fascist
pig!", "Three cheers for Wallace!
—Nyay, nyay, nyay!" and consid-
erably more picturesque expression
of sentiment.—Finally, it is realiz-
ed that the candidate has indeed
left the podium, The crowd dis-
perses.)
The play would have been fun-
nier if some of the players hadn't
known their lines so well.
Other Issues
Patterson's plalfoi
nteers to help these men. Details
are available at the El Table,
Gross Roots Effort
In relation to the campaign for
the Massachusetts State Senate,
Mrs. Patterson emphasized, "The
more we do at the grass roots
level, the better the position we'll
be in after four years, should the
unthinkable happen in November."
The sharp, articulate mother of
four is excited about pulling an
upset on her incumbent opponent,
conservative David II. I-ocltc of
Wellesley. She is optimistic, as the
newly formed district or Welles-
ley, Weston, Dedham, Needham, with the type of
includes stands for ellmli
punishment, the Institution of n
state graduated Income tax, Im-
proved mental and public health
programs, alleviation of the trans-
portation crisis, automobile insur-
ance reform, and regional plan-
ning for the Charles River Basin.
The major emphases of her cam-
paign, however, rest In Hip ureas \„ Hi
of human rights, rnlr housing, mid ramlll
rducntlonn! progress. She relates
these Issues to her dlssallsfncllon
lty In
Goldman Addresses Area Rally,
Protests Soviet Anti-Semitism
by Mary Enterllnc '70 since Stalin no one has been government encourages travel to
Choruses of "Havn Nagilah" beaten or executed merely for be- Spain, another country with which
rang over the Roston Common on Ing Jewish, and that until 1967, it has no diplomatic relations.
Sunday aflernoon as area Jews Soviet Jews could visit Israel as Zionism
held n rnlly In support of Russian
Jews, featured speaker was Mar-
shall Goldman, associate professor
of economics at Wellesley.
"We ask only that they be
treated as other groups," Goldman
declared and asked that they be
allowed their own literature in
Ihelr own language, Ihelr right to
ellgk
I. ists md al-were
lowed to emigrate.
Synngoguca Restored
On his trip this summer, Gold-
man observed that synagogues are
being restored. He realized this
"The official state policy is to
urge the reconciliation of families
in Armenia," stated Goldman. "Yet
the government is infuriated by
this kind of appeal by Jews."
No Jewish calendars are allow-
i broken up
and sixty per cent of Newton con-
tains thirty per cent r?3ch of Re-
publicans, Democrats and Indepen-
dents. Victory, she predicts, will
rely upon getting the vote out.
Pushes Human Rights
which bringing up
this past summer with his family, ^
cmmren
- Goldman stated that he has seen on
Campaign Problems nnti-scmitism for himself and
The major handicap she feels In heard about it from Soviet Jews,
the campaign is a late start, hnv- About 400 people, mostly youths,
ing become a nominal candidate gathered for the rnlly,
may be only for foreign tourists ed in the Soviet Union," Goldman
but the local Jews benefit. commented, "so that even the cele-
Yet, there are only four or five bratlon of this holiday depends on
synagogues In the pnslern European word of mouth. I've seen the boot-
pnrl of Russia. In the synagogue lecged calendars—hand-copied and
In Kiev, nit hough he already knew passed on."
Ilio answer, Goldman asked If ll Prayers, Songs
wns the only synagogue and was A short prayer service on the
prised when an old Jew answer- steps of the Massachusetts State
"There are two—one here and House began the rally, and then the
• upstairs." participants marched across the
As recent examples of anti-semi- Commons to Parkman Bandstand
tfsm, Goldman cited Premier where Goldman spoke. Israeli sing-
ing and dancing followed his
With an impressive backlog of only after Labor Day. She offered held In this country In occordnnce
experience in human rights groups, the use of her name to prevent with relehratlons In the streets of
she describes herself as having a the Republicans from running on Russia every year by Jews—mostly
grasp on what is happening in the uncontested race, and found her- college students—on Simchat Tor-
urban crisis, particularly as it re- ( self with 1,000 votes in excess of
lates to the suburbs. Mrs. Patter-' those needed in a write-in for the
son was an organizer of METCO, primary on September 17.
which buseb students between Rox-
Aleksel Kosygln's dfscovery of
'dirly llltle Jew from Galatla" at oYess.
n meeting with Czech officials. A petition was circulated which
During demonstrations In Russia asked that the Jews in the Soviet
against Ihe occupation of Czechos- Union be recognized as a minority
lavakia, police arrested five or six nationality and that their rights
hl'ThVhoUday of\hT Giving' "of ™h°™ i aS """" RUSSian be ™5tored -
Torah. Goldman declared,
Demonstrations do have an ef-
fect."
bury and Wellesley High School,^"^"^^^^S^SmS
eTtabhSm nt Tu^ T)^ «"> organizational llnd.n.lons rear"^ J, ^I^to refpond tostablish e of bus service from
lrif, tno | r nom iSi Sho hns becn cn. lf ,,1(,y W(I ro t.om , | ct ely I'oliey, he pointedRoxbury to the Route 128 Indus- durscil by n nmnher o( McCnrUiy ,! Ivi howeve" there wKn't Government stopped
trial complex to promote employ- grou[JSi a]ons wim MasaQCllul
order to incite other Rus- Specifically, the petition asked that
ns against Jews. the government use all means to
There is discrimination," Gold- end antl-semltlsm and the propa-
n declared In the Interview, ganda against Israel which has fill-
ul It takes peculiar forms." As cd the mass media since the six
dence of Inconsistency In Soviet days* of war, that the Jews be al-
lt that the lowed to live a communal life and
11 travel to '° he permitted their own educa-
ment mobility,
be government antl-semltlsm." In Israel because It has > diplomatic ™<
Pax, and hopes to enlist student his speech. Goldman noted that relations with Israel. Yet, the familie
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Raisin Hell Breaks Loose
by Barbara Schlaln '89 unjust and Inappreciative. "Virtu- "Sometimes she has to kill a mareA Wcllesley Junior Show can osity" was delightful; "Hades is a daily," "Ou sont ]es gloutons?",
be one of the most delightful tra- Hell of a Place" was one of the and "the Latest Trot Poll " are
ditions in a school suffering from cleverest and catchiest numbers to not even up to Paar.
dearth of tradition, or it can emerge in four years' worth of Foggy Fun
iong the deadliest. And Junior Shows and Pudding Thca- Nor will rambling lists of Shaw's
thinks of it depends to tricals; and the uninhibited lyrics pluys or famillur landmarks of
and rendition of 'The Wine or Drown, Princeton, Harvard et. al.
Life" created one of those happily (notable exception: Wigglesworlh,
rousing moments when the audi- of course) qualify for anything but




a large extent on what
mands of it.
Hope lurks eternal In the hu-
man breast, apparently, for, de- ence is hi
spite the disappointments of the cast, which is to say a great deal, joyful, seemingly accidental peark
last two years, this reviewer ar- Strained Moments
—eg "I've had courae'e (hee
rived at Raisin Hell with visions With the exception of "Fire and hee)."
of One Knight's Stand dancing in Ice" (somehow a chorus marching No critic, no matter how de-her head. One Knlgbt's Stand it down the aisles remains effective), manding, would expect Helen
wasn't, but, glory be to the Cape (he rest of the score was, In vary- Hayes from n Junior Show andCommittee, it wasn't Frecwheelln', ing degrees, unremarkable, though Ann Flcam-y's Klcxcx has thls'ono'a
either
-
faulty perftinnuiices murn.il any full iidmlnillon for her ustonlsh-
Hell at WelleBley potential iippruelutlun of M.nys like Ing ablllly to deliver all those puns
Suspension of disbelief Is a "Heaven Out of Hull" and "Is with a straight race. If not for her
thing entirely apart from the not There an Answer." The lyrics, near-extraordinary stage presence 0o,y' flrea 'y ' Ortmy.
kind when audible, were cleverer than Nancy Bellcoe was a devilish
was average. Satan, although she expectedly be- Marilyn Crandall's choreography
Then there was the script. One came bogged down in the inane was mol'e than adequate, although
•an just envision the Cape Com- expressions of unrequited love. ,nerc was the usual problem with
nlttee having a contest to see who Timlin Llngoa overdid a rather discontinuity between dance und
lould insert thu most puns Into tlio niipuiflu<mn rule wllh her Nulnshu- "tlnunu" in "Riot," "Adeste Infl-
feweat lines. Tholr virtually at llku Heulzehiib, m\i\ Hevorly *MW certainly beat the Pudding's
he gumc wus admittedly iireuth- Wright wan the umml mux (tynibol klclillne, If not Itudio City's,
aklng; their halting average (I.e., without which no Junior Show can Reviews of Junior Shows are
it laughmaklng), however, was evidently exist. Of the deadly rather loo ex post facto to serveibout
.079, which would make seven. Geneva Ovcrholser's 1 u s t y much purpose. So we shall bring
:ven a rookie with the Mets lift "Dirtmouth" and Penelope Les- down the curtain on this one add-
.T3 ..,1? JSCOrn ' No ' EIexe^ ser 's "I'on-hearted" Techie deserve ing only that the Jolly Juniorsines like Medusa say so myself," special commendation. have produced a grape show
unreasonable desi
of inner cohesiveness. What
disappointing ahout Raisin Hell
was that its near-magnificent
opening act was dissipated in a
flood of not-terribly-funny puns.
Hell was certainly an adequate
settling for Dante; unfortunately,
the class of 1970 felt compelled to
go topical in 1968 and drag in an
electoral campaign.
To quibble, however, because the
whole did not have the polish of
that gem of a first act does seem
(photo by Lynn Tucker 71)
Film Shows Loneliness of Town Teacher
by Barbara Cutts '69
The photographic ingenuity used
to portray the reality of small-
town life and loneliness makes
"Rachel, Rachel" a constantly ab-
sorbing movie. The difficulty in
movies that purport to be realis-
tic lies in creating situations or
characters that are outrageously
ugly or dissonant, and
reacts to half-unconsciously. And
of course a movie's fluency helps
to override the impression of sen-
timentality.
Bad Habits
The percepliveness of Paul New-
man's photographic direction does





temptation to let us feel that
can laugh them off, or dismiss
them, as we do, say, in "The Gra-
duate."
Odd But True
"Rachel, Rachel" at its best lets
us see the humanity behind what
is stiflingly petty in Rachel's so-
ciety, and Rachel herself, creating
an oppressive sense of its reality,
but also expanding the viewer's
sympathies and leading him to ac-
cept a more complicated view of
life.
Film is perhaps the form that
can render ennui, ugliness and
flatness- the dulling anguish that
•'rises from the character's in-
ability to express himself—most
easily, escaping the hazard that
the film itself becomes boring
This movie creates a state of mind
by miring the audience in slowly-
gagging trivia, focusing on small
but always present horrors that
Rachel has to put up with and
with the distant but poetically
consoling hope that perhaps she
might still get a man, blurs the
expressive content of thf> movie,
as do all of Rachel's t,,.i.rgences
into normality.
For her rcul interest as a char-
acler lies In her ability to accept
limitations, to put hope on the
shelf, to be almost unable to ac-
cept love when It comes to her, and
to suppose that It was unreal any-
way when It goes. She gets some
satisfaction from her school child-
ren, and some subtle revenge in
her quiet imaginings and mutter-
ings, and when the movie tqkes her
out of her splnsterly setting und
makes her blossom Int., u compe-
tent and normal wonnn, it loaus lis
small but beguiling magic.
Undertaker's Daughter
A grosser fault arising from a pat
view of her character lies In the
movie's heavy reliance on flash-
backs to Rachel's childhood. A few





Up with Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper!
An ordinary pencil eraser picks up
every smudge, every mistake.The special
surface treatment lets you erase /
without a trace. If Eaton's Corrasable /
leaves your papers impeccably neat, /
what are you waiting for? Get it in light, /
medium, heavy weights and Onion/
Skin. In 100-sheet packetsand 500- EATOffS CORRASABU
i
sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Stores / TYPEWRITER PAPERj
and Departments,
Only Eaton makes Corrasable.6
EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND TYPEWRITER PAPER
.
talon Paper Company, Pittsfield, Massachusetts 01201
ng the sense of waste at the nar- subtly interesting dynar
•owness of her life by projecting character, and lapses ....
m the present the wider hopes drama.
ind possibilities that are betrayed The alien influences of contem-
n the spinster. But when the porary techniques are perhaps too
movie seeks rulhcr modlshly. to difficult for a director to avoid
wplnln her present inhibitions In his first movie. A convincing
hl-ough I he limita lions Imposed perroiniunce by Joanne Woodward
Hi hot- childhood by Ilia presence of in an Immensely demanding role,
iealh [she wus Hie undertaker's and the essential seriousness of the
laughter), it undermines her pre- movie, make it worth seeing any-
sent humanity and the small but way.
GIFTS INCREASE
The Wellesley College Develop-
ment Fund reports a significant
Increase in alumnae giving and
bequests over the past fiscal
year. In the fiscal year 1966-67,
alumnae gifts were $934,764 and
alumnae bequests were $-190,364.
In 1967-68, alumnae gifts In-
creased to $1,082,081 and alum-
nae bequests rose to $537,037.
According to Edward S. GUfU-
lan, director of the Development
Fund, this Increase reflected
both a national upward trend
in alumnae generosity and con-
tinuing Wcllesley alumnae con-
fidence in Wellesley College.
PAUL O'DWYEB
NEEDS YOUR HELP
to canvass in New York, for
the U.S. Senate. Harvard-Wel-
leslcy expeditions every week-
end. Call Jim Thomason, Lowell
House, 491-0075 for details.
Honest liberalism lives!
SAVE! SAVE! SAVE!
LOWEST CHRISTMAS RATES TO CALIFORNIA
LOS ANGELES or SAN FRANCISCO
Complete Round Trip Fare No Other Charges
— ALSO FLIGHTS TO SAN DIEGO —
GROUP FRIDAY, DECEMBER 20th RETURN: SUNDAY. JANUARY 5, 1969
DEPARTURES; SATURDAY, DEC. 21it (or any day between Jan. 1 and Jan. 19
MEET PEOPLE IN THE CALIFORNIA RUSH
. . . MIXED TRAVEL GROUPS . . .
M.l.T. — WELLESLEY — HARVARD — RADCLIFFE
BRANDEIS — TUFTS — PINE MANOR — SIMMONS
BABSON — WHEELOCK — and others.




supbrscopeZI Tape the easy way with Son'
Cassette Corderl Here's the
cording way to qo. Simply pre
Sony tape Cassette and tape up t
the button again
. , . out pops th
load. What could be easler7
solid-state, Easy-n
anytlme-anywhere'
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Forum Hears Buckley, Gregory
by Botsy Bowman '71 servative feelings toward recent will try to decide if the American
William F. Buckley, Jr. on "How political events. A correspondent press is telling it like it is, exam-
Are We Doing?" Dick Gregory on who has covered the events In ining convention and election cov-
"Black Power and Civil Rights"? Vietnam since 194$, David Shoen- erage on Dec. 1.
Believe it or not, these speakers brun talked about "The United The Forum feels that the dls-
and many others are among the States and Vietnam" on Oct. 6. cussion it offers under acknowl-
well-knowns who will speak at the Last Sunday, the Forum presented edged leaders is one of the "safety-
Ford Hall Forum this fall. for the first time a pint'] of four valves of democracy." It also of-
What is the Ford Hall Forum? widely read critics — 21Hot Nor- fers Boston citizens and students
It is an assembly of interested ton of the Sunday Record-Amcri- a chance to listen to qualified men
citizens who want to hear a speak- can Advertiser, Deac Rossell, mov- ar,d women speak, a chance to
er discuss a topic of current in- le critic for Boston After Dark, "ea r individual members' opinions,
teiest and then talk about them- Percy Shain, TV editor, and Mic- and most of a", a chance to quest-
selves. The Forum me?!s every hael Steinberg, music critic, both loi) others' views and clarify their
Sunday night at 8 pm at Jordan for the Boston Globe. This panel own -
Hall in Boston. The program is in discussed the question "Do the
its 61st season this year. Regular Lively Arts Reflect Today's
memberships are available for five ciety?"
dollars. Other members of the au-
dience may make a contribution at
the do t >f they wish.
Not ICnlorliiliiiiient
According to Its own lltornLurp,
"ihc Forum in not n deliberative
Hssembly, It Is not <i debute, nor
an entertainment, though II has
in turn all the allurement, inten- obedience Justified?" On Nov. £
sity, contention, delight and ex- Max Lerner will talk about In
cilement that characterize these "Presidential Battle."
widely varied ocihuiuiik." While Unset will bo at th*
tun ppi/rnm Is fairly well-defined, following week ]i
uiifsilrmn from Ihn nuilleiice and dent Power throughout the World,
audience nplnloiiH n io rpupoiisllik. Ruy inula, Israeli Ambassador
whelming Buccess of Ilzhak Ridiln, Ayn Rand, and Dr.
Fururo ProRrain
The Forum's program for the
rest of the fall rends like a Who's
Who llsl In current events. Dick
Cregnry will speak this Sunday,
lotlowed on Oct. 27 hy the Rev.
William Slonne Cofiln, Jr. who
will discuss "When Is Civil Dis-
Money Available
IFor Scholarships
the Forum. Margaret Mead will
Four scholarships, established
by Wellesley's trustees and called
the Trustee Scholarships, are avail-
able to distinguished members of
the senior class for study in the
graduate school of their choice.
Two of these scholarships are
reserved for seniors whose present
t
Intention is to prepare themselves
Tr„r,lm th« for colleEe teaching. The other two
tlJun^'Stu 3re 0frpred without friction asISwi" |° ^P objective. Applications may
be submitted in either or both
categories. The acceptance of one
of the awards reserved for poten-
i speak at
Sept. 29, revealing his commitment to complete
graduate training or to enter the
teaching profession.
Honor, Not Need
Appointment as a Trustee Schol-
ar Is a way of recognizing academ-
ic achievement and capacity for
advanced training. It Is a matter,
therefore, of honor, not necessarily
of need. Applicants are, however,
asked to state the amount of finan-
cial assistance, if any, they will re-
quire to carry out their program.
If the first Trustee Scholar in each
ategory needs maximum aid, the
money available will be awarded
to them In equal shares. If stipends
are declined by either or both of
these recipients, or if they do not
need maximum aid, the funds will
be made available to the second
Trustee Scholar in each category,
and thereafter to the alternates.
In considering the merits of ap-
plicants, the Committee on Gradu-
ate Scholarships examines achieve-
ments in the major subject, acade-
mic honors, evaluations made by
faculty members, and grades. The
committee takes careful note also
of the nature and certainty of each
applicant's plans for graduate stu-
dy.
Seniors intending to enter grad-
uate school next year should con-
sult the chairman of their major
department who will advise them
as to their eligibility to apply for
s of the trustee awards. All ap-
plications must be filed by Jan. J5,
1969. Application blanks may be
obtained in the President's Office.
Other Grants
Several other grants in the gift
of the college are also open to sen-
ior applicants.
The Mary Elvira Stevens Travel-
ing Fellowship of $7,000 is award-
ed for travel or study outside the
United States. Any scholarly, art-
or cultural purpose may be
(Continned on page 8)
AM ACTUAL PERFORMANCE Of THE
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New Faculty Members Disclose Special Interests
Page Seven
by Jane Hllder '70
Ed, note: This Is the first In a ser-
ies of articles on Wellesley's new
faculty.
Each year the Influx of new fac-
ulty members brings to the Col-
lege a wealth of individual experi-
ence and enthusiasm for a special
corner of each one's own academic
dislpane.
Mrs. Eugenia Janis, Instructor In
art, is currently completing her
doctoral thesis for which she has
been studying prints by Edgar De-
gas. The print 1;, or monotyres,
were made by smearing ink onto
a plate and pressing paper against
the plate, from which only one
impression could be made.
Adopted New Medium
Monotyping is, in general, a
rather insignificant art form. Mrs.
Janis has been interested in the
way Degas adopted this medium
and made it very significant for
his own work. Degas did not be-
gin using this method until the
1870's when lie was about 40 years
old.
In adopting this new medium
Degas changed his method of com-
posing and eventually dropped
painting entirely. He used mono-
types in combination with pastels,
with the pastels added after the
printing process. In this way he
could separate composition and
color into two separate stages.
Mrs. Janis has estimated through
studying Degas' works that a quar-
ter of all his pastels have mono-
type underneath.
Fogg Exhibit
Last spring's exhibition of Degas
monotypes at Harvard's Fogg Mu-
seum and the catalog which sup-
plemented it were a synthesis of
the research that Mrs. Janis has
been doing. She worked In Europe
in 1961 visiting galleries, museums,
collectors, and dealers to photo-
graph Hie prints. These had never
been exhibited together until the
time of the Fogg showing. Mrs.
Janis describes the subject matter
as "always sort of comic."
Before coming to Harvard, Mrs.
Janis did her undergraduate work
at the University of Michigan. She
says that Michigan bus a fine
art department, but that the school
also has drawbacks. One of these,
she thinks, Is the fraternity-sor-
ority system. It seems to her to
be a remnant of the 1950s.
Mrs. Janis is looking forward to
teaching a course Term II on the
relation between photography and
painting. She plans to begin with
1820 when the first photograph was
taken and to trace the develop-
ment of photography as a form of
documentation. The class will dis-
cuss how to look at photographs,
as "what is artistic emerges from
that."
The chemistry department has
two new assistant professors, one
of whom is Lawrence 13. Friedman
Community Playhouse
WellcBley Hills OE 5 0047
Friday & Sat. Eves. 6:30 & B
Sunday Continuous from 5:30
Other Evenings at 8
Now! Ends Tuesday, Oct. 22
Sandy Dennis In
"THE FOX"
Next! 2 days only: 4 Perfa.
Wed. & Thursday, Oct 22-23
"OTHELLO"
Mata at 3 $1.50 .Eves at 8 $2.00
Student Oiscounts Available
Coming: 5 Das beg. Frl. Oct. 25
"THOMAS CROWN AFFAIR"
Ski Instructors
Weekend positions available for
skiers to Instruct high school
boys and girls. Prior instruction
experience not required. Good





P.O. Box 1149, Plttsfleld, Mass.
Lebanon Springs (N.T.)
7-1255
who comes to Wellesley after two
years on the staff of Oakland Uni-
versity, Rochester, Michigan.
Friedman found that Oakland is an
unusual school as it is a small
state-supported liberal arts insti-
tution. He says, however, that it Is
growing very rapidly and cannot
maintain its Bmallnesn, probably
for political reasons. Desire to
teach in a small school was one
factor influencing his move to Wel-
lesley.
Ph.D. at Harvard
Having done his graduate work
on the strutural aspects of boron
compounds at Harvard, Friedman
is very much at home In the Bos-
ton urea. He pointed out, though,
that there are dtsudvuntuges to
living here thut u student doesn't
have to face.
Friedman sees the M.I.T. cross-
registration program as having
only a small effect on the Welles-
ley chemistry department. He has
noticed a tendency for "Wellesley
faculty to be welcomed Into tho
M.I.T. fold," with M.I.T. equip-




was changed three years ago to
what Friedman sees as a rather
unique undergraduate program.
Only about half a dozen schools
In tho country have taken this step
of abandoning the traditional un-
dergraduate course sequence.
At Wellesley chemistry majors
are exposed in their junior year to
things Friedman never did as an
undergraduate at the University
of Minnesota. He considers the
shift u change for the better but
pointed out thut It tines not mesh
very well with the more conven-
tional undergraduate prngrum at
M.I.T. For this reason chemistry
majors will probably not take any
chemistry there at all.
Wellesley Graduate
Mrs. Phoebe Schnitzer is among
Ihc new Instructors in the psycho-
logy department. Wollcsley Is hard-
ly new to her, however, since Bhe
did her undergraduate work here
in the psychology department. Mrs.
Schnitzer finds it interesting to
come back and see how the de-
partment has developed.
She noted that she'd had the
illusion that she'd be able to em-
pathize with the students but that
Wellesley wus farther in her past
than she had thought. Mrs. Schnit-
zer did her Ph.D. work at Harv ard,
where her thesis topic dealt with
cognitive dissonance. She pointed
out that clinical psychology, which
was her field, was then a part of
the social relations department,
which included sociology, social
psychology and unthropology as
well. The upprouch of the depart-
ment is Intended to be Interdis-
ciplinary.
Practical Experience
Clinical psychology involves in-
ternship, and Mrs. Schnitzer has
quite a variety of practical experi-
ence. She did her Interning at the
Massachusetts Health Center In
Boston and the Veterans Admin-
istration In Boston and San Fran-
cisco.
The Judge Baker Child Guidance
Center occupies much of Mrs.
Schnitzer's time, and she Is pres-
ently teaching only one course.
She likes the idea of combining
teaching and clinic work, which
deals largely with learning prob-
lems. At present Mrs. Schnitzer
is involved at the Center with re-
search on children with learning
problems who have no brain dam-
age or other inability.
The problems are generally at-
tributed to an emotional or neu-
rotic disorder. The Center is now
conducting interviews with parents
to determine whether discipline in
the home is a factor, and whether
patterns of learning manners are
related to patterns of learning in
school. Mrs. Schnitzer noted that
it is becoming more and more com-
mon for parents to bring their
children to the Center with tris
type of problem.
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The Reader Writes
(Continued from page 2)
knowing what play they were pre-
senting. He agreed to do this,
but since the Theatre Company
preferred to introduce themselves,
he did not perform the introduc-
tion. Thus, he played no part.
I do not mean to imply tMf I or
either of these men feel that those
responsible did wrong. I do not
think so; it is my impression that
Mr. Minster does not think so; I
do not know Mr. Fitzsimmons.
With regard to the interview of
the art teacher: I do not know
what the interviewer had in mind,
but I believe it would have been
pertinent to interview a member
of the history department.
I have talked to Mr, Minster so
I am sure of my facts.
These are the only parts of the
article I have chosen to take issue
with. From what I know from Mr.
Minster I doubt the accuracy of
the rest of the article. This is a
poor reflection on News.
Sincerely yours,
Sue Irving '71
Liberties Union, Illinois Division,
6S Clark Street, Chicago, Illinois
60603 (Phone: 312-236-5564). I
hope that you will be able to as-
sist us In this opportunity to docu-
ment the events of Chicago and
act against any violations of your
civil liberties and constitutional
freedoms,
Sincerely,
Jay A. Miller \
Executive director
Psych Department Receives




Political persuasions aside, I for
one would be gratified if SDS
would confine its chalking activi-
ties to blackboards. There is no
reason in the world why members
of this or any other organization
need to deface the campus in order
to publicize their meetings. I sus-
pect that I speak for others when
I say that I am unimpressed with




by Susan Buyer '71
Two noteworthy events have re-
cently taken place in the Welles-
ley psychology department. The
department has been awarded a
five-year grant from the National
Institute of Mental Health for the
training of undergraduates in psy-
chological research. Research con-
ducted last year by nKrcn Cheses
'OS) and David Lester, instructor in
psychology, under a grant to Les-
ter from the National Institute of
Mental Health, has resulted in the
joint publication of an article in
the journal, Psychological Reports.
Two members of the class of '70,
Paula Anderson and Joan Schu-
macher, have been invited to be
trainees under the five-year grant.
The grant pays a stipend to each
trainee and provides some money
for support of the research pro-
jects.
Pnula Is working with Ward
Cromer, instructor In psychology.
They are now researching a paper
about Freud's visit to the U.S. in
1909 and the newspaper coverage
the visit was given. When this is
completed, they will begin work on
reading disability and learning pro-
blems.
Paula emphasizes that she will
be -doing much more than busy
work. "Mr. Cromer is giving me all
the reading relevant to his re-
search project so I can become
really involved with it."
Psychiatric Study
Joan is working with Lester.
They will administer TAT tests to
psychiatric and dying patients. In
these tests, the subject is shown
a card with a picture and asked
to tell a story about it. The re-
searchers will then compare the
content of the stories and try to
find some similarity between the
stories of the psychiatric and dy-
ing patients.
Joan is enthusiastic about ttv
opportunity to work with psychi
atric patients.
Agression in Rats
"Effects of Deprivation upon Ag
gression in Rats" is the title o
the article published by Lester am
Karen. The two researchers e.\
pected that food deprivation woul'
increase the likelihood of victor*
when two male rats fight, art'
would decrease the chances of vie
tory for female rats. They found
however, that regardless of sex
the satiated rat usually wins, po?
sibly because it is stronger am
> preoccupied with fightin,
than a hungry rat.
To the editor:
Last Thursday's News was a
very fine piece nf journalism. The
editorial was cogent and forceful
—a good stand. The news coverage
of the all-College and Senate meet-
ings seemed to me exceedingly
"objective," as did your coverage
of the SDS meeting. I do not think
that you included nny Irrelevant
material, and the level of all the
stories was one of excellence. Your
role on campus is a vital one, your
responsibility very great. I think
the last issue of News demonstra-
ted a real awareness of these
factors. Kudos!
Barb Arnold '70




The events that occurred In
Chicago during the week of the
Democratic Convention have arous-
ed concern throughout the country.
The Illinois division of the Ameri-
can Liberties Union has already re-
ceived many statements from wit-
nesses as well as copies of pictures
taken of the disturbances, and wc
are trying to determine what kind
of legal action, if any, can be
taken as a result of these events.
If you have any information or
photographs of the events in Chica-
go, please contact us at once. If
you know of other people who
might have such information, send
their names and addresses or have
them get in touch with us. Please
indicate if you want your state-
ments to be kept confidential.
Statements and pictures should
be sent to The American Civil
(OniitlniitMl from |»I1R0 0)
considered. Candidates for thin
fellowship must be at least twenty-
five years of age on Sept. 1 of the
year in which the fellowship is
first held. All applications for this
fellowship must be filed before Jan.
10, 1969, and these special applica-
tions are available in Hip PitM-
denl's OnIcp.
The Anne I^ulse HniTPt Fellow-
ship of $2,5U0 Is awnrdod for Btmly
or research, preferably in music.
The Alice Freeman Palmer Fel-
lowship of $2,500 is awarded for
study or research in any field.
The Horton-Hallowell Fellowship
of $2,500 is nwnrded for grndunte
study in any field, preferably in the
last two years of enmlidncy fur tho
Ph.D. or olher professional degree,
or for private research of equiva-
lent standard.
The Vida Dutton Scudder Fel-
lowship of $2,500 is awarded for
study in the field of "social or pol-
itical science or literature.
Fnnny Ilullnck Wnrlmini
Scliolni-Bliin of $2,500 Is unrestric-
ted.
at Ion form nnd submitting it with
>ne set of credentalls will be con-
idercd for any of the above fellow-
The M.A. Cartland Shackford ships for which they are ehgibli
Medical Scholarship of $2,500 is
awarded for the study of medicii
with a view to general prnclic
mil pnyehlntry.
liiHlruel limn
;cept the Stevens. Forms may be
obtained in the President's Office
mid must he filed before Feb. 20,
19G9. In general awards are made












Wellesley Sq. C£ S-3603
Across from the South Shore
Notional Bank
Open Friday night 8 til 9 p.m.
WELLESLEY SHOE REPAIB










The coupon may be redeemed at the
WELLESLEY GOURMET
14 Grove St. — 237-1450
Wlih every pound of cheese purchased (the whole pound must
one type of cheee, please), a beautiful loaf of French bread com
aa a gift from ua. Please bring this coupon along when you ma
your purchase.
OFFER GOOD FOR 1 WEEK ONLY, OR UNTIL OCT. 24
THE MATS
you've been dreaming to meet is waiting to hear
from you. Seniors and Juniors especially; Sopho-
mores—and yes—even Freshmen engaged, pin-
ned, or playing hard to get— it matters not. Write
us* a letter telling why you're so special (no com-
posites, please!) and he may wine and dine you at
Pier 4 or the place of your choice. We are "on the
level" and expect you to be. You'll be glad you
did! *ar, exclusive group of Harvard, MIT and BU men.
Write today—PI5R DINNER
Box 125, Prudential Center
1 Boston, Massachusetts 02199
HATHAWAY HOUSE BOOKSHOP
The yellow fanttlumse apmsile ihr college gate
YOUR TEXT BOOKS . . . BOOKS FOR YOUR PERSONAL
LIBRARY AND FOR GIFTS . .
.
PERSONAL STATIONERY AND








CO 6-0120 — 566-4087
NOW—Reservations ore limitc <
p Nick's Pizza House
E
i 235-9494
A Pizza - Grinders
Lctd. Be*io> Well. Hills Taxi
Wellesley Hills Taxi'
J
o jO 235-4800 t
L MBTA— $2.00
,
L Boston— $7.50 .
E Airport— $8.50 & Tolls
,
Lctd. Beside Well. Hills Taxi
MURIEL. CIGARS
PRESENT
THETIPALET
EXPERIENCE
IN CONCERT
THE 5th
| DIMENSION |
&
VANILLA
FUDGE
Boston Arena
St. Botolph St.
Saturday, Oct. 26th
-8:30 PM.
Tickets: S2.00;
$3.00; $4.00
Tickets on sale
at Boston Arena
Box office
or by mail,
and at
all agencies
FREE POSTERS
